
Madison County Plan Commission Meeting 
March 6, 2018 

Members Present: 
Todd Shaw 
Lori Daiber 
Kelly Simpson 
Matt Pfund  
Megan Riechmann  

Members Absent: 
Mike Busch 
Don Grimm 
Kevin Limestall 
Charlie Yancey 
 
Others Present:  
Matt Brandmeyer 
Andi Campbell Yancey 
Breana Buncher 
Stephen Ibendahl 
 
Call of Meeting to Order: 
Chairwoman Lori Daiber called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM. 

Citizens Wishing to Address the Commission: 
None. 

Old Business: 
None. 

New Business: 
Stephen Ibendahl, i5 Group, provided an overview of what had been completed thus far for the Comprehensive Plan such 
as existing data collection, the formation of the Plan Commission and the framework provided by them for the plan, the 
formation of the Technical Advisory Committee, open houses, and Stakeholder meetings. Mr. Ibendahl stated that public 
input at the open houses indicated that the county was on the right track with what was being proposed. Mr. Ibendahl 
discussed the marketing strategies that were used in order to get the word out to the public about the Comprehensive 
Planning process.  
 
Mr. Ibendahl discussed the draft plan elements and the plan categories that the plan is based around. Mr. Brandmeyer 
stated that the plan categories are the same seven categories that were chosen by the Plan Commission in 2016. Mr. 
Ibendahl stated that the existing land use and resource management plan was a long document and hard for staff to 
implement and was not ever implemented. Mr. Ibendahl stated that there is still some relevant information within it and 
the new plan would be more user friendly and clear what the policy intent is.  
 
Mr. Ibendahl discussed the changes since the last plan, such as the great recession and transportation changes. Mr. 
Ibendahl stated that every time the strengths of the county are asked, the small town characteristics are stated and the 
county has to determine how to preserve those strengths and still have economic growth.  
 
Mr. Ibendahl discussed the seven plan categories of the plan which are; strong communities; prosperous agriculture; 
treasured homes and property; abundant, healthy, and beautiful open spaces and natural resources; prosperous 
economy; robust and efficient transportation network; and low cost of living. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that using LESA in 
order to pertain prosperous agriculture and discussed how LESA functions. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that many counties 
use LESA and that it helps address development proposals equally.  
 
Mr. Brandmeyer stated that he would present a list of comments and if anyone else had comments to submit them to 
him. Mrs. Riechmann asked what the preliminary feedback from the Planning and Development Committee had been and 
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Mr. Brandmeyer said he is educating them on what the issues are and the purpose of the overall plan and has presented 
to them actual implementation items. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that the worse that could happen is that a plan is adopted 
and it is quiet during the process and then once we start to implement the plan that the committee would say the plan 
was not what they thought it was. Mr. Brandmeyer stated there has been a lot of discussion with the committee and but 
they are open to hearing the process and watching it play out. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that one of the reasons we are 
doing the planning process is because a plan was adopted and it was never implemented and then did something 
completely different than what the plan had said by changing the agricultural lot size from 5 acres to 2 acres. Mr. 
Brandmeyer stated that the county is issuing over 50 percent of the new homes in the county.  
 
Mr. Ibendahl discussed the community investment areas and where they are located. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that there 
are 3 different categories which are the community investment areas, rural corridors, and interchanges that speak to 95 
percent of development proposed in Madison County. Mr. Brandmeyer said lots can still be created, farmers can split their 
lands for their kids, but the large scale developments in the middle of the township that should not be there.  
 
Mr. Ibendahl discussed unincorporated neighborhoods and acknowledging these areas of the county that have established 
neighborhoods and how to maintain them so they are made attractive for future annexation by municipalities. Mr. 
Ibendahl continued to discuss hamlets, large community associations, rural agriculture areas, rural growth corridors, and 
interchanges.  
 
Mr. Brandmeyer stated that staff is creating a parcel based map with the growth map. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that there 
is not anything too new when compared to current plan but it provides a lot better direction and the map is more useful, 
the policies are better organized than they are now. Mr. Brandmeyer said that the rules need to be applied equally and 
the standards for zoning and land use decisions are due process and equal protection and we are currently not doing that 
because we have not implemented our current plan and it has been ad hoc decision making. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that 
we are trying to create a plan that decision makers and property owners can count on.   
 
Mrs. Riechmann asked how the recommendations of the watershed plans are woven into the comprehensive plans and 
Mr. Brandmeyer stated that they are standalone plans. A discussion ensued about the implementation of best practices 
for floodplain issues. Mrs. Yancey asked if floodplain issues be incorporated into the LESA assessment and Mr. Brandmeyer 
stated that just because there is floodplain, does not mean construction cannot happen.  
 
Mr. Brandmeyer stated that the next step would be to have a public hearing on March 27th, 2018. Mr. Brandmeyer stated 
that there may be a couple rounds of edits and a meeting or two where the commission makes their recommendation 
and then it would go to Planning and Development Committee and then to County Board.  
 
Todd Shaw asked what would be different this time with the plan being implemented that did not happen last time. Mrs. 
Yancey said that our policy recommendations are more concise and focused and easier to implement than the existing 
plan. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that there were construction issues with the existing plan as well as issues with the map and 
areas of contradiction within the existing plan. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that the next steps are with revisions of our 
ordinances. Mr. Ibendahl stated that the existing plan does not provide developers with certainty so with the new plan 
would provide a better process for developers and it can encourage development. Mr. Brandmeyer stated that we want 
to encourage developments in the cities because we would like to see them grow but the county is not supposed to act 
as a municipality, it is not the county’s role.  
 
Approval of Minutes: 
Matt Pfund made a motion to approve the minutes from November 7, 2016. Seconded by Todd Shaw. Voice vote. All ayes. 
Motion approved.  

 
 
Administrator’s Report: 
None. 
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Adjournment: 
Chairwomen Daiber adjourned the meeting. 

Meeting adjourned. 


